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What To Expect From Our Time Together 

• A Perfect Latch For You And Baby 
• Steps To Latching Baby 
• Positioning 
• Baby Led Latching 

• Breastfeeding Basics 
• Is My Baby Getting Enough? 
• How Long Should I Nurse? 
• How Often Should I Nurse? 
• Nursing Around Others 

• But It Don’t Go Like That, Now What? 
• Breastfeeding After A C-Section 
• Breastfeeding When You And Your Baby Can’t Be Together 
• What If I Want To Do Both? 
• What If My Baby Won’t Latch? 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome!  You’ve probably heard all about breastfeeding.  Breastfeeding provides so many wonderful benefits to both you and baby.  Breastfeeding is the Creator’s gift to your baby that only YOU can give your baby.  It is as natural as breathing.  But, unlike breathing, it is a learned skill.  Many mom’s get frustrated and give up on breastfeeding when it doesn’t come just as easily and naturally as breathing.   In our time together today, we are going to learn some of the basics of breastfeeding and latching.   Once you’ve learned some of the how-to’s, breastfeeding can come much more easily.  But I know that we ALL know the real world is sometimes messy and doesn’t go the way it is “supposed to”.  So, we’re also going to learn what to do when breastfeeding doesn’t go just like the parenting magazines said it was supposed to.  Breastfeeding is amazing and sometimes the road will be bumpy.  But the one thing I want you to remember from our time together today is to not give up.  Reach out for help.  We are always here to support you and your baby during this wonderful time as you learn to breastfeed together!  Remember, you and your baby are getting to know one another and are learning about breastfeeding together.  It might take some time but you CAN do it!  Don’t give up!



What Have You Heard About Latching? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion:  Ask participants what they have heard about latching.  Give participants time to answer.  You may hear things like its hard, it hurts, it gets easier, etc.  It sounds like you have heard a lot about latching!  Today, I’m going to go over many of the things you’ve just mentioned.You may also have heard many times that it is important to get a good latch with your baby from your doctor or other health care providers.  Many times, though, mom’s aren’t taught what that means.  How do you get your baby to latch well?  What does a good latch look like?  Feel like?  What happens if your baby isn’t latching well?  We are going to learn more about that today.  And always remember:  This is a new skill  you and your baby will be learning together.  You and your baby will get better at it the more your practice together.



A Perfect Latch For You and Your Baby 

• You and your baby are a perfect 
latch together. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning to latch your baby doesn’t have to be hard.  Unfortunately, many mothers are never taught how to latch their baby or worse are shown the incorrect way to latch their baby by hospital staff.  Not learning the correct way to latch can lead to a very painful experience for you. Discussion:  Raise your hand if you’ve heard that breastfeeding is painful.  Ask participants what they may have heard about this.Many mothers will report their breasts are tender at first or they may get a sharp or stabbing sensation when baby first latches on that goes away after the first few sucks.  This is normal.  The tenderness improves with times.  Breastfeeding should never be so painful that you feel like you want to jump out of your skin.  Pain is a sign baby isn’t latched well.  If you are feeling that kind of pain, ASK FOR HELP!Next, we are going to go through the steps to getting a good latch. 



Get Comfortable Together 

• Relax together, you got this! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step is to get settled and get comfortable.  Many mothers are taught to sit straight up and then hunch over their baby as they offer the breast.  My back hurts just talking about that!  You and your baby are going to be spending a lot of time together breastfeeding in the first few weeks so why not make it a comfortable experience for both of you?Lying back at a 45 degree angle is a very comfortable position to use when you are first learning to breastfeed.  If you are at the hospital, you can adjust your bed.  At home, you can sit in a recliner, lie back on a couch with pillows to get you to the right angle or if you are in a chair, scoot your bottom forward to the edge of the chair and the lean back against the chair’s back.  Activity:  Have participants practice doing this now.   Have them scoot their bottoms to the edge of their chairs and then lean back.  Next, ask them to sit up in the chair and hunch over their lap like they are trying to breastfeed a baby in the way many mothers are taught.  Maybe have them hold their purse or baby if they have one.  See how long you can have them stay in this position before they start to sit up or show signs of discomfort.  Once that happens, have them switch back to the first position with their bottoms scooted forward.  Ask them which position was more comfortable.As you can see when you and baby are first learning to nurse together, leaning back and getting comfortable is a good idea. As you and your baby become breastfeeding experts, you will find you will be able to breastfeed sitting in a more straight up position more comfortably or any position you want.  To start with, being comfortable will be very helpful. Its okay to use pillows, cushions, rolled up towels or whatever props you need to find a position you can be comfortable in for 15 minutes or more.



Calm Together 

• Be peaceful together, you can 
do this! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Latching a fussy, crying baby is hard.   The next step is to calm together.  Lie your baby on your chest.  Remember skin to skin contact is very calming and comforting for your baby.  If your baby is very fussy using repetitive motions like rocking, patting your baby’s bottom or back and making soothing noises can help calm your baby down.  Your champion or another helper can help by calming the baby with skin to skin and repetitive movements while you get yourself comfortable.  Wait for your baby calm before attempting to latch baby.  This will make the experience much more pleasant and less frustrating for both of you.  Sometimes, it can feel like very, very hungry babies are almost inconsolable  Starting to nurse before your baby reaches that starving, very, very hungry place will help make latching easier for both of you too.  In our next session together, we will learn more about signs to look for that your baby is starting to get hungry.



Wake Up Together 

• Gently wake me helps me feel 
safe with you! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may already may be awake but your sleepy baby may need your help to wake up when its time to nurse.Discussion:  What have you heard about waking up babies?  How do you wake a baby?You may have heard the old saying “never wake a sleeping baby”.  In the beginning your baby may be very tired.  Especially if you had any pain medications during delivery.  It is important for a newborn to eat frequently in the first week.  Waiting too long between feedings can lead to dehydration; it is very easy for very tiny new babies to dehydrate quickly so learning to how wake your baby to feed is important.Again, skin to skin contact is magical.  Skin to skin contact helps awaken your baby’s natural instincts to feed.   Using harsh methods like splashing baby with cold water or bouncing baby most likely will just upset your baby.  Think of how you would feel if someone did that to you. Your baby is no different and remember a fussy, crying baby is more difficult to latch.  Gently wake your baby by touching his hands or feet, massaging his back, talking or singing to him changing his diaper or clothing, placing a few drops of your breastmilk on his lips or near his nose so he can smell it can also work.



Waking Tip: The China Doll Technique 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the participants if they ever had baby dolls that had eye lids that opened when they picked them up and set them upright.  Many old dolls made from china glass would do this.  Just like with those dolls, when you sit your baby upright, it can cause them to open their eyes and wake up.To use this technique, sit your sleeping baby on your lap.  Support his head and gently lower him back into a lying position and then back up into a sitting position.  You may need to repeat this lie back/sit up motion a few times to wake your baby.  Many moms find this old, tried and true technique is a gentle and calm way to wake a sleeping baby.



Get ready to breastfeed together 

• Get comfortable together, 
you’re doing great! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that  you are in your reclined position and baby is awake and calm, lie your baby on your chest with his body fully against your body.  This positioning helps trigger natural breastfeeding instinct to suckle.  Again, think about how it would feel if you were sitting more upright hunched over your baby.  In this position, your arms, neck and back are supported and baby isn’t fighting against gravity to latch onto your breast.   When you are comfortable and baby isn’t struggling to reach up for your breast, learning to latch together is easier and more enjoyable.



Nurse heart to heart together 

• Thanks mom! 
I knew we 
could do it 
together. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are ready to latch.  This is also known as baby led nursing.  To latch baby, follow these steps:Hold your baby so he is facing your breast.  He should not have to turn his head to face your breastActivity:  Have participants turn their heads all the way to the left or right (their choice) and ask them to swallow.  Ask them how easy it was to swallow with their head turned.  Point out that it is not comfortable to keep your head turned for a long time and that it is almost impossible to swallow in that position.Position baby’s head so his nose is pointed at your nipple.  In this position he will have to tip his head back to latch on.3.   Now support baby’s neck and shoulders.  This allows baby to be able to tip his head back as he gets ready to latch.  When babies feel a hand on the back of their head, they have an instinct to push back against it.Activity:  Ask participants to look down towards their chest and try to swallow.  Now tip their head back and try to swallow.  If a baby’s head start to tip down towards their chest, away from the breast, it will make latching more difficult, harder for baby to swallow and more likely baby will not get a good latch.  When a baby can tilt his head back as he latches he also will be able to get a good mouthful of your nipple making it less likely you will have sore nipples.Wait for your baby to open his mouth wide…almost like he is yawning.  You can tickle baby’s top lip with your nipple.  This will trigger a reflex to open wide.  Remember to be patient, sometimes it takes a little bit for baby to open wide.When baby opens up, bring him in close.  Your nipple should be pointed at the roof of his mouth. Congratulations!  You are breastfeeding.  This laid back nursing position and latching technique is the one you will use for your first feeding with baby and is easiest to use while you and baby learn to latch and breastfeed together.If something doesn’t feel right, put your finger in the corner of your baby’s mouth to break suction and try again.  It might take a few tries before it feels right.  Be patient.  Remember you and baby are learning a new skill.  You didn’t learn to walk right away either.  It will take practice.  By about 3-4 weeks you and baby will be breastfeeding pros.



Am I Doing This Right? 

Video credit:  Global Health Media 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may wonder if you have a good latch.  This is common!  Here are the signs to look for that you and baby have a good latch:Baby’s chin is tucked into your breast and his nose is not buried deep in your breast tissue making breathing easier. .  It might be tempting to mash down on the top of your breasts to make it easier for baby to breathe.  This will slow your milk flow and may cause plugged milk ducts.  Have you ever noticed how babies have flared nostrils?  It helps them breathe out of the sides of their noses while their nurse.  If baby’s nose is buried in your breast, gently tip his head back or pull his body in closer to you so his chin tucks more tightly into your breast  and lifts his nose.He will have a big mouthful of your breastHis lips are curled back almost like a goldfish (you might not always be able to see the bottom lip)His tongue is lying flat cradling the underside of your nippleYou can see more of the dark skin around your nipple (areola) above your baby’s top lip than his bottom lip.Presenter:  This clip shows the way to make sure the baby is latched well.  If participants are interested, the entire video which also goes through the how-tos of latching can be found at:https://youtu.be/wjt-Ashodw8



Is This A Good Latch? 
• Does this baby 

have a good 
latch? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity:  Ask participants to look at the picture.  Based on what they have just learned, ask them to evaluate this baby’s latch.  Is this baby well latched?Answer:No, this baby is not well latched.  His mouth is not wide open and he does not have a big mouth full of breast.  His chin is not tucked into the breast.



Is This A Good Latch? 
• Does this baby 

have a good 
latch? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity:  Ask participants to look at the picture.  Based on what they have just learned, ask them to evaluate this baby’s latch.  Is this baby well latched?Answer: Yes.  Baby has a wide open mouth.  Chin is tucked into breast and you can a larger amount of the areola above baby’s mouth.  His lips are curled back. 



Is This A Good Latch? 
• Does this baby 

have a good 
latch? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity:  Ask participants to look at the picture.  Based on what they have just learned, ask them to evaluate this baby’s latch.  Is this baby well latched?Answer: Yes.  Baby has a wide open mouth.  Chin is tucked into breast and you can a larger amount of the areola above baby’s mouth.  His lips are curled back. 



Is This A Good Latch? 
• Does this baby 

have a good 
latch? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity:  Ask participants to look at the picture.  Based on what they have just learned, ask them to evaluate this baby’s latch.  Is this baby well latched?Answer: No.  Baby does not  have a wide open mouth.  Chin is not tucked into breast.  You can see equal amounts of the areola above and below baby’s mouth.  Baby’s bottom lip is curled in.



Baby Led Latching 

Video credit:  themilkmeg.com 

• Relax!  Your 
baby’s got 
this! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the early days of nursing, your baby has a natural instinct to go to the breast and latch.  You can take advantage of this instinct by starting breastfeeding within the first few hours after delivery.  Your first milk, colostrum, smells and tastes similar to your amniotic fluid.  Your baby will be drawn to the smell and taste of your milk….it’s familiar and comforting.  Your baby’s ability to latch with very little or not assistance is called baby led latching.  You may also here it called biological nurturing. Here’s how to do it:Get comfortable in a laid back position.Lay baby across you’re your torso., skin to skin.  Remember skin to skin means just that.  No blankets or clothing separating you and baby.And watch while your baby finds her way to the breast and latches on.  Be patient.  This may take some time.  Resist the temptation to guide your baby to your nipple or breast.  Remember, this is a new and unfamiliar world for your baby.  She will take time to get organized and familiar with you and breastfeeding.  Do your best to relax and remember, your baby’s got this!Activity:Watch the video together.  Point out the following:The mom in the video breaks suction and re-latches baby. Reassure participants that having to give it a few tries to get baby to latch is normal.  The baby has a wide mouth and big mouthful of breastHer chin is tucked into moms breast and his head is tipped backHer nose is just clear of her breast tissue. The mom is using her body to support the baby’s weight and only using her arm to keep him from rolling away.Note that it is normal for baby’s head to bob around as he finds the nipple.  He might even cry a bit or get fussy as he nears the nipple – this is all normal!Notice how in the laid back reclining position, baby can practically latch himself alone without any help from him mom.Presenter:  this is a link to an online YouTube video.  You will need an active internet connection to view this video.  If the video in the power point does not work, the video can be found here:https://youtu.be/z8ocBa8IZ6Q



Positioning Plus 

• Breastfeeding is flexible 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The laid back position is the most comfortable way for you and your baby to learn to nurse together at first.  As you and baby learn to latch together, you can start experimenting with other ways to position baby while nursing.  You might want to try some of these out while you are in the hospital where there are nurses and other staff who can help.  Once you get home from the hospital, you can ask Family Foundations or WIC for help with them.  You may also want to find out if there is a lactation consultant who can help you too.  If you have a doula, that is another person who can help.Other common positions are cradle, cross cradle, clutch or football and side lying.Note to presenter:  depending on time you can skip through the next few slides on breastfeeding holds.



Positioning Plus: Cross Cradle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a good position to use in the first early days along with the laid back position.  It allows you to have more control and support your breast.  Bring baby across your body.  Support him with the arm on the opposite side you will be breastfeeding on.  So if you are going to nurse on your left breast,  you will support baby with your right arm and use your left hand to support your breast.  Baby will be rolled toward you tummy to tummy.  Use pillows or other support if needed so baby’s body is supported and he is not needing to crane he head up to reach your breast.



Positioning Plus: Cradle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This hold is a lot like the cross cradle and one of the most popular to use once you and baby get the hang of breastfeeding.  With this position, you support baby with the same arm on the same side you are nursing from.  Just like the cross cradle, you and baby are tummy to tummy.  And, again, use a pillow if necessary to lift baby and support your elbow.



Positioning Plus: Clutch 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a great hold to help you see what baby is doing and to support your baby.  If you have had a c-section, this is a good one to try because it takes the weight of your baby off your body.  Baby is held off to the side, supported with the arm on the same side you will be nursing from (yep, just like a football) while your other hand supports your breast.  So if you will be nursing on your right breast, you will support your baby with your right arm and use your left hand to support your breast.  Again, use pillows or other supports to raise baby up if needed and to cushion your elbow.



Positioning Plus: Side Lying 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a good one to try once baby and you are latching well and you are home. It’s a great way for you to get some rest too while you nurse.  Lie down on your side with your baby rolled towards you.  Put a pillow or towel behind your baby to support her back.  Some moms find putting a pillow between their knees helps make this more comfortable for them.  Your baby will nurse on the breast that is resting on the bed or surface by the baby’s head.  Pro Tip: Some mom’s find it easier to latch baby while in a more upright position and then slowly ease down.Cheri - Do we need tips for co-sleeping here?  I know it is not recommended and there is a lot of controversy about the practice with lactation people supporting it as it makes night time nursing easier but health care providers saying no way.  



Breastfeeding Basics 

• Is my baby getting enough? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s natural to wonder if you’re “doing it right”.  Your breasts do not come with ounce marks across the top so it is common for breastfeeding moms to wonder if there baby is getting enough.  Try to relax and know your body will make the perfect amount of milk for your baby. Here are some signs you can look for to reassure yourself that your baby is getting enough breastmilk.Count wet and dirty diapers.  If your baby is getting enough on the top end, you will see enough coming out the bottom end.Wet diapers – expect one wet diaper on day one and 4-6+ wet diapers every 24 hours by day 4 and beyond  To tell what a good wet diaper feels like, pour 3 tablespoons of water into a clean diaper.  Also look at the color of the urine in the diaper.  It should be pale and mild smelling.  Dark yellow, strong smelling urine may indicate baby is getting dehydrated and not getting enough fluid.  If this happens, ask for help!  We’re here to help you!Dirty diapers – Stools should be yellow by day five and about the size of a quarter or larger.  Look for 3-4+ dirty diapers by day 4.  It is normal for the poops of breastfed babies to be yellow, loose and not formed, seedy and/or curdyWeight gain.  It is normal for babies to loose a bit of weight after birth and even in the first few days.  If your baby is getting enough milk, your baby will get back to her birth weight by day 10-14.  After that, look for your baby to gain 5-7 oz per week.  If you aren’t sure or worried.  It’s okay.  Reach out for help.Other positive signs:after a feeding your breast will feel softer and baby will be relatively content.  Your nipple looks relatively the same after feedings, not flat or pinched or white.  Baby’s cheeks will stay rounding – not hollowed – while sucking.  You can see and hear your baby swallow after every few sucks.



Breastfeeding Basics 

• How long should I nurse? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New babies take awhile to nurse at first.  As you and baby get more skilled at nursing you will find your sessions get shorter and shorter.  It may be tempting to watch the clock.  Try to watch your baby instead.  When your baby starts to slow his sucking or looks sleepy, compress your breast gently.  This will help the milk flow faster and may help wake baby up.  When baby falls of your breast on his own, he is done on that side.  If you need to, wake baby up and offer the other side.  Every baby is different.  Some mom’s find it takes only15- 20 minutes to feed on each breast while others will find it can take longer.  If you and baby take longer, relax!  You’re not doing anything wrong.  Enjoy this special time with your baby and know Creator won’t let your down…you are making just the right amount of milk for your baby in just the right amount of time.



Breastfeeding Basics 

• How often should I nurse? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new baby needs to eat often gain weight.  Newborns have tiny tummies.  In the first day or two, your baby’s tummy can hold only about a teaspoon of breastmilk.  By day 3, your baby’s stomach can hold about 4-6 teaspoons.  In the first week, baby’s stomachs don’t stretch easily either.  This is why at first babies do best with small, frequent feedings.  Remember, small tummies fill fast and empty fast.  If your baby is seeming to want to eat often in the first few weeks, this DOES NOT mean you are not making enough milk.  In fact, small, frequent feedings helps you build a stronger milk supply.  This is exactly how Creator made you and your baby to feed.



Breastfeeding Basics 

• How often should I nurse? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Watch for signs your baby is starting to get hungry.  It is easier to latch when baby is showing early hunger signs; latching and feeding a crying baby can be challenging.Early signs to look for that show your baby is getting hungry include:Getting restlessSucking her hands and fingersMaking smacking noises with her lipsTurning his head and opening his mouth as if he is looking for the breast.  This is called rooting.A good rule of thumb for how often you and baby should be nursing is 8 or more in 24.  You will want to be feeding at least 8 times if not more every 24 hours.  You may find that in the first week baby can be very sleepy and you will need to wake your baby to nurse if its been a long time since he nursed last.  Use the tips we talked about early to wake your baby to feed.



Breastfeeding Basics 

• I’m not comfortable 
nursing in front of others 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion:  How do you feel about nursing in front of others?As a new mom, it is normal if you feel a little shy about nursing in front of others.  It’s okay to take your time and slowly get more comfortable.  Start with nursing in front of one or two people you feel comfortable with like your partner or your sister or your mom.  Once you feel comfortable with that, you may feel more ready to nurse around other people or in public.There are ways to breastfeed in front of others while protecting your privacy and being low key.  You may find eventually that nobody even knows you are breastfeeding!Cover yourself and baby with a large, light blanket or scarf.  This is a good one to use in the early days especially if you’re feeling uncomfortable . A large covering offers both you and baby the most privacy.Try a nursing tank.  A nursing tank has clips at the straps that allow you to just uncover your breast when you need to nurse.  Many moms love nursing tanks with a  button down top or a loose top they can pull up.Wear two stretchy shirts like the mom in the picture.  One top can be pulled up just over your breasts and the other pulled down to cover your tummySome moms like wearing a loose tops that can be pulled out or up while they nurse baby underneath.If you find that nursing in front of others just isn’t  your thing, that is okay!  Nurse your baby where and when feels most comfortable for you!Cheri - Incentive idea – nursing tanks



But It Didn’t Go Like That. Now What? 

• C-Section 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the laid back position to nurse your baby right after a c-section might sound difficult, but don’t worry, it’s not!  You will want to protect your incision site and lying baby on your incision can be painful.  You can still use the reclining position.  Just position baby across your breasts – almost like a cross cradle hold but higher so baby isn’t lying on  your incision – and watch as baby latches on naturally.  Or lay baby’s body off to the side with pillows to support him like shown in the picture.  Later as you start to feel better, you may find the side lying position or clutch positions are helpful; both of them keep baby’s weight off your tummy.



But It Didn’t Go Like That. Now What? 

• Breastfeeding when you and 
baby can’t be together. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes things happen and you and your baby will need to be separated for a short while after delivery.  You can still give your baby your breastmilk until she and you can latch together.Hand expressing your milk is an easy way to provide your milk to your baby.  In fact, learning to hand express is a good skill for ALL mom’s to have.  Many moms find hand expression empties their breast better than a pump, is gentler on their breasts and is something you can do anywhere, anytime.  All you need is your hand and something to collect the milk.  Hand expression also helps build up your milk supply faster.  You may want to try hand expression between feedings even if your baby is able to be with you and nurse from your breast.If you cannot feed your baby at the breast and will be separated for more than an hour after delivery, it is a good idea to start hand expression.



But It Didn’t Go Like That. Now What? 

• Hand expressing 
is easy.  You have 
everything you 
need to do it! 

Video credit:  Global Health Media 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the steps to hand expression first and then have the participants watch the video as they look for the steps described.  You can stop watching the video around 6:00 - all the basic steps of hand expression are shown by then.  If you want to keep watching, the rest of the video reviews the steps of hand expression.Here are the basic steps to hand expressing your milk:  Wash your hands and have a clean container ready to collect your milk.. Use warm water to wash your hands.  Warm hands helps your milk flow better.Massage your breasts gently by tapping your fingers against your breast, rubbing in small circles or kneading your breast from your chest wall down towards the nipple.  This helps your breast milk start flowing.  Make a c-shape using your hand with your thumb as the top of the c and the rest of your fingers making up the bottom of the cPosition your hand a little back from your areola (the dark skin of your nipple)Press your fingers back towards your chest wall and then roll – don’t slide - your thumb and fingers forward.  Remember to not squeeze your nipple.  This will hurt!At first, you may not get any milk.  It sometimes will take a few compressions before the milk starts flowing.  This is normal!Activity:  Have participants practice hand expression using breast models or balloons (if using balloons don’t overfill them.  You want them soft enough so participants can mimic hand expression).  You must complete this activity – it is one of the evaluation measures.Presenter:  this is a link to an online YouTube video.  You will need an active internet connection to view this video.  If the video in the power point does not work, the video can be found here:https://youtu.be/axQi5PqRZ0MCheri – Boobie shaped stress balls are awesome for teaching hand expression.  Here is one on Amazon.  You can get them cheaper other places if your just search boob stress ball.  You might want to get a half dozen or so for each site to use for teaching purposes?  https://www.amazon.com/Amyove-Squeeze-Rubber-Anxiety-Reliever/dp/B07D3PKVQF/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1529861297&sr=8-4&keywords=boob+stress+ball



But It Didn’t Go Like That. Now What? 

• What If I Want To Do Both?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion:  Ask participants how many are thinking of breastfeeding and bottle feeding.  Ask them to share why they are considering doing both.It is common for many moms to want to do both breastfeeding and bottle feeding.  Some moms worry they may not make enough milk so want to formula feed “just in case”.  Your body will make the perfect amount of milk for your baby.  In fact “topping off” your baby with formula will actually cause your body to make less milk.  Always ask for help if you’re worried your baby is not getting enough.  We are here for you.Other moms want to add a few bottles so someone else can feed the baby while they get some sleep or go out.  This is completely understandable!  If you do choose to breastfeed and add bottles, here are some things to think about:You and your baby will need about 3 to 4 weeks of breastfeeding to really get the hang of it.  During those 3-4 weeks, always remember to ask for help and support as often as you need.  We want your breastfeeding experience to be enjoyable and we are here to help!Do your best to only nurse for those first 3-4 weeks, if you offer bottles before that, your baby might get used to the faster flow of the bottle and get frustrated when back at your breastIf you do eventually add formula to your baby’s routine, keep breastfeeding when you are at home with your baby as much as possible.  Breastfeeding and formula is healthier for your baby than formula alone.



But It Didn’t Go Like That. Now What? 

• What If My Baby 
Won’t Latch?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hear this one a lot!  Many new moms I talk to are tired, worried and scared.  Sometimes latching will feel like it isn’t going right.  If you it feels like your baby won’t latch, here are some things to consider:if your baby is fussy and crying and refusing to latch, calm your baby using the calming techniques we talked about earlier. (review with participants if needed)if your baby is sleepy and not wanting to latch, try waking your baby using the waking tips we talked about earlier. (review with participants if needed)if your breasts are engorged and hard, it may be harder for baby to get a good latch, try hand expressing some milk to soften your breastsif baby just doesn’t seem interested in latching, check to see baby is showing hunger signs.  He simply may not be hungry.  Your baby may cry for a lot of different reasons –not just hunger.  Is he hot? Cold? Over tired? Over stimulated?  Just wanting to be held?your baby is showing hunger signs but can’t seem to latch, there a few things to try:Try expressing a few drops of your breast milk and putting them on your baby’s lips with your nipple or finger. Make sure you and baby are in skin to skin contact.  Remember skin to skin triggers your baby’s natural instincts to suckle and feedTry a different position.  The laid back position often will lead the most resistant baby to feedCall on your team for help.  You have so many people around you who want to support you.  We are here to help!Remember, breastfeeding is a learned skill.  It will get easier with time.  You didn’t learn to ride a bicycle on your first try either  It is normal for breastfeeding and latching to feel clumsy and like it isn’t working at first.  Take a few deep breaths and remember this is normal, you are doing great and you are giving your baby a gift only you can give him. 



Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for sharing your time with me today (tonight).   Ask for any questions.Say “before we leave, I want to just check in on a few things with you”.  Might have prizes (key chains, nursing pads, pens, etc) to offer to participants that answer.Ask the following questions – have participants just shout out answers.As a rule of thumb, how often should you breast feed every 24 hours (Answer: A minimum of 8 times per 24 hours)How many wet diapers will your baby have per day by day 4?  (Answer: 4-6+)Ask participants to fill out evaluation form.  Go over steps from slide 10 with participants after evaluations are mostly completed.  Re-watch video on slide 11 if desired.  Give incentives out to all the complete the evaluation.  (Nursing tanks?)



We’re Here To Help! 
• What’s the best way to make breastfeeding a success for you and 

your baby?  Ask for help! 
• We are here for you ANYTIME!  No matter how big or how small, 

you can contact us anytime.  No question or concern is silly, call 
us! 

• Insert information for local program and personnel here. 



Thank you for your time! 
• Brought to you by GLITC, Breastfeeding The Native Way and WK 

Kellogg Foundation 
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